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SUMMARY A typical feature of MANETs is that network topology is
dynamically changed by node movement. When we execute state transition
testing for such protocols, first we draw the Finite State Machine (FSM)
with respect to each number of neighbor nodes. Next, we create the state
transition matrix from the FSMs. Then, we generate test cases from the
state transition matrix. However, the state transition matrix is getting much
large because the number of states and the number of transitions increase
explosively with increase of the number of neighbor nodes. As a result, the
number of test cases increases, too. In this paper, we propose a new method
to reduce the number of test cases by using equivalent division method. In
this method, we decide a representative input to each state, which is se-
lected from equivalent inputs to the states. By using our proposed method,
we can generate state transition matrix which is hard to affect increasing
the number of neighbor nodes. As a consequence, the number of test cases
can be reduced.
key words: state transition testing, mobile ad hoc network protocols, net-
work protocol testing

1. Introduction

Many researchers have investigated routing protocols for
Mobile Ad hoc Networks [1], [2] (hereinafter we describe
MANETs). And, some MANETs routing protocols such
as Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector routing protcol [3]
(AODV), Dynamic Source Routing protocol [4] (DSR), Op-
timized Link State Routing protocol [5] (OLSR) and Topol-
ogy Broadcast Based on Reverse-Path Forwarding protocol
[6] (TBRPF), are published as experimental RFC. In addi-
tion, both AODV and DSR have been implemented, called
AODV-UU [7] and DSR-UU [8].

When we test a MANET protocol, we have to con-
sider the features of MANET protocol. A typical feature
of MANETs is that neighbor nodes dynamically change by
node movement around the networks. This feature becomes
hard to execute state transition testing of MANET protocols.
Both the number of states and the number of transitions de-
pends on the number of neighbor nodes. Both the number
of states and the number of transitions explosively increases
with increase the number of neighbor nodes. As a result, the
number of test cases becomes huge.

Figure 1 shows the Finite State Machines (here-
inafter we describe FSMs). Figure 1(a) represents the
FSM when the number of neighbor nodes is two. Fig-
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Fig. 1 Example of FSM.

ure 1(b) represents the FSM when the number of neigh-
bor nodes is three. These FSMs have to apply any or-
der of inputs from neighbor nodes. The number of test
cases of Fig. 1(a) is two, which are {(a, b),(b, a)}. And,
the number of test cases of Fig. 1(b) is six, which are
{(a, b, c),(a, c, b),(b, a, c),(b, c, a),(c, a, b),(c, b, a)}. This ex-
ample shows that the number of neighbor nodes affects the
number of states, the number of transitions and the number
of test cases. The number of neighbor nodes increases 1.5
times. However the number of states, the number of tran-
sitions and the number of test cases increase twice, three
times and three times, respectively. This issue is described
in Sect. 4 in detail.

In order to solve such issue arisen by the feature of
MANETs, at first, we clarify what kind of problem should
be resolved when we generate test cases. Then, we pro-
pose a new method to resolve the problem. Our proposed
method focuses on reactive protocols, such as AODV and
so on. Henceforth, we discuss reactive protocols in this pa-
per.

2. Related Works

In this section, we describe related works. Protocol testing
methods by using FSM are well researched [9], [10]. These
methods (such like UIO-method, W-method, and so on) gen-
erate test cases from given FSM. We encountered a problem
when we generate test sequence by existing methods from
FSM of MANET protocols. When the number of neighbor
nodes increases, both the number of states and the number
of transitions increase explosively. As a result, the length of
test cases increases explosively, too.

MANET protocol testing methods by using FSM have
been researched [11], [12]. These methods reduce the length
of test cases to suppress increasing the number of states and
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the number of transitions of the given FSM. In a MANET
protocol, there is waiting period to receive packets from
neighbor nodes. These methods treat received packets dur-
ing waiting period as a set. Thus, both states and transitions
can be treated as a set by treating received packets as a set.
As a result, the number of states and the number of transi-
tions can be reduced. The length of test cases can be shorten
by using the FSM by applying the method in [12].

Next, we describe a summary of the proposed method.
We define a precondition and a postcondition of a state.
When the state can accept two inputs a and b, if postcon-
ditions of a and b are same, and outputs are same, too, a
and b can be treated as equivalent values. Next, we decide a
representative value from equivalent values. By using repre-
sentative value, two inputs become one input. So, transitions
of the state can be reduced.

This paper extends the method in [11], [12] in the fol-
lowing ways.
(1) In the method in [11], [12], FSM is transformed to a re-
duced one. The transformation is complicated. On the other
hand, in the proposed method in this paper, state transition
matrix is unifiedly transformed to a reduced one using the
equivalent division method.
(2) The proposed method in this paper can be applied to
MANET protocols such that the number of SD pairs is more
than one.
Therefore, the proposed method is a generalized method of
that in [11], [12].

3. MANET Protocols

In this section, we explain behavior of MANET protocols.
First, we describe a brief summary about MANET proto-
cols. Next, we explain behavior of nodes in MANET proto-
cols.

3.1 Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

In fixed network protocols, network topology is static be-
cause nodes relaying packets such as a router do not move
around. So, we can test fixed network protocols without
considering changing network topology. In MANET proto-
cols, network topology changes dynamically because nodes
move around. A forwarding function and a routing function
are designed on a premise that neighbor nodes change in the
MANET protocol. Therefore, the behavior of each node is
described so that any nodes do not depend on specific neigh-
bor nodes in a specification of the MANET protocols.

3.2 Target Environment and Protocol Model

In this section, we explain the target environment of
MANETs and their protocol model. First, we describe the
target protocol models. We assume that the target proto-
col is reactive type and, the protocol can not treat location
information obtained by GPS for example. The protocol en-
ables multi-hop communication and there are one or more

forwarding nodes between a source node and a destination
node. At least one neighbor node always exists because the
proposed method targets the forwarding node. Then, the
forwarding nodes will receive reply packets from the des-
tination node after the node forwards request packets from
the source node. In other words, there is no time-out in order
to wait reply packets. When a node receives a packet with
the same information which the node has received the node
drops the received packet.

Next, we describe target environments of MANETs.
For node:

• The number of nodes in MANETs is finite.
• New nodes do not join the network.
• Nodes can move around the network.
• Neighbor nodes are not drastically changed in a short

time.

For link:

• There are no packet collisions.
• All nodes have the same communication range.
• Links between nodes are bidirectional.
• Each node can communicate with other nodes which is

in its own communication range.

3.3 Behavior of Each Node in MANET Protocol

There are three roles which nodes behave in MANET.
Source node (SN): Source node requires communicating
with the destination.
Source node broadcasts a packet(req) to find a route to des-
tination and waits for a specific period until receiving reply
or timeout.
If source node receives a reply packet(rep), source node
starts to send messages. Otherwise, it broadcasts the packet
again or resigns.
Forwarding node (FN):Forwarding node forwards a re-
ceived packet.
When forwarding node receives a req, the forwarding node
forwards the received req. Forwarding node is not the des-
tination node included in a req. At this time, the forwarding
node stores information of req to itself.
Destination node (DN): Behavior of destination node is al-
most the same as the forwarding node. If it is the destination
node of req, destination node sends a reply packet back to
the source node.

Both forwarding node and destination node receive
packets which include the same information depending on
the number of neighbor nodes. But, if information of re-
ceived packet is the same as their own stored information,
both nodes drop received packet.

4. Testing MANET Protocols with State Transition
Testing and Its Problem

A typical feature of MANET is that the network topology
is dynamically changed by node movement. And, routing
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Fig. 2 Finite state machine.

Table 1 State transition matrix for Fig. 2.

s0 s1 s2

i0 s1 NA NA
i1 NA s2 NA
i2 NA s0 NA
i3 NA NA s1

NA denotes NotApplicable.

tables often change so that communication path does not
stay stable. Therefore, we have to verify the specification
by varying the number of neighbor nodes when we execute
state transition testing for MANET protocols.

In this section, we illustrate a FSM of the forwarding
node in AODV and generate the state transition matrix and
generate the test cases from the state transition matrix. Then,
we derive problems of state transition testing for MANET
protocols from illustrations. At first, we briefly explain state
transition testing.

4.1 State Transition Testing

State transition testing is test to confirm that implementa-
tion of a software satisfies its specification. To confirm it,
test cases to pass through all transitions of the FSM which
represents the specification must be generated. In this paper,
testing is to check whether IUT comforms its protocol spec-
ification or not. We consider state fault and transition fault
because the specification is modeled by FSM. Our testing
method is transition testing. In the fault model, faults are
treated as transitions which are not conformed to their spec-
ification.

We show the way of FSM testing in Fig. 2.
At first, we create state transition matrix (Table 1) from
Fig. 2. State transition matrix shows state transitions of
FSM. We confirm that code implementation satisfies its
specification during executing all transitions based on the
generated matrix.

Generated test cases from Fig. 2 and Table 1 are shown
below.
Test case for Fig. 2 : i0, i1, i3, i2
By using this test case, we pass through all transitions of
FSM in Fig. 2. In this paper, a test case means a sequence
that starts from the initial state and comes back to the initial
state.

4.2 Generalizing FSM of a Forwarding Node

The role of a forwarding node is relaying received pack-
ets which come from neighbor nodes. A forwarding node

confirms contents of the received packet. If contents of the
received packet are same as a packet which has been al-
ready forwarded, the forwarding node discards the received
packet.

The number of neighbor nodes affects FSM of a for-
warding node. This means that alteration in the number of
neighbor nodes induces changing the number of req from
neighbor nodes. This alteration corresponds to the number
of inputs and the number of states of FSM. In this section,
we indicate the set of inputs and the set of states are de-
scribed with the number of neighbor nodes.

The set of neighbor nodes of a forwarding node is rep-
resented by NN, and the set of nodes in MANET is repre-
sented by N. These relations are expressed below.

|NN | ≤ |N | − 2 (1)

NN = {v1, v2, . . . , v|NN |} ⊂ N where|N | ≥ 3. (2)

FSM of a forwarding node is represented by states S ,
inputs I, outputs O, state transition function NS , and output
function Z.
FSM=(S , I,O,NS , Z)
Alteration in the number of neighbor nodes affects the set of
inputs I, because nodes that send req to the forwarding node
change.

req1 indicates req that the neighbor node v1 sends.
Then the set of inputs INN is represented by expression (3).

INN = {req1, req2, . . . , req|NN |} (3)

|INN | = |NN | (4)

In addition, alteration in the number of neighbor nodes af-
fects the set of state S because the forwarding node has to
receive packets in any order from neighbor nodes. s is an
initial state, s(1) means that s accepted the input req1. sall

represents that it received req from all neighbor nodes.

s × req1 → s(1) (5)

s(1) × req2 → s(1,2) (6)

s(2,3,4) × req1 → s(1,2,3,4) (7)

The set of states S is represented by S NN in expression (8).
Suffix of S NN is the same as elements of power set of I. So,
|S | is 2|NN |.

S NN = {s, s(1), s(1,2), . . . s(1,2,...,|NN |), . . .
s(2), s(2,3), s(2,3,4) . . . sall} (8)

|S NN | = 2|NN | (9)

The FSM is described as FS MNN below by using S NN and
INN .

State transition matrix generated from Fig. 3 is Table 2.
In most of MANET protocols, a node manages its own

routing table by using information in the received pack-
ets. Packets from neighbor nodes are distinguished because
these packets include different information.

For example of AODV, the request packet req includes
information such as source node, sender node and so on.
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Let vs represent the source node. Let v1, v2 and v3 represent
neighbor nodes. req1 from v1 includes information of vs as a
source node and v1 as a sender node. req2 from v2 and req3

from v3 include similar information. These information is
represented by in f o(req1)=(vs, v1), in f o(req2)=(vs, v2) and
in f o(req3)=(vs, v3). In AODV, if a node receives req which
includes the source node vs and the source node vs is stored
in its own routing table, the node drops the received req.
When a node receives req which includes vs and vs is not
stored in its own routing table, the node stores the infor-
mation as an entry into the routing table. Here, the entry
consists of source node vs and next node v1. In this case,
the node drops req even if the node receives req2 because
vs exists in the routing table. The node can drop the req
by searching information on the req. The next node in the
entry becomes different by the order of receiving req’s. A
node can send rep using the next node in the entry of the
routing table.

In the variations of AODV, if a node receives sev-
eral req’s from neighbor nodes v1, v2,. . . vm, for a specific
time. The node selects and maintains a shortest route among
routes passing through v1, v2,. . . vm or the node maintains
multiple routes selected from routes passing through v1,
v2,. . . vm. In these protocols, the node has to distinguish
neighbor nodes because routes are selected and maintained
using information in packets received from them.

4.3 FSM of a Forwarding Node in AODV

We have to generate the FSM corresponding to every num-
ber of the neighbor nodes even if the number of neighbor
nodes dynamically change. For example, when the number
of neighbor nodes is two, we generate FSM which repre-
sents behavior of the node having two neighbor nodes. We

FS MNN = (S NN , INN ,O,NS ,Z)

S NN = {s, s(1), s(1,2), . . . s(1,2,...,|NN|−1), . . .

s(2), s(2,3), s(2,3,4) . . . sall}
INN = {req1, req2, . . . , req|NN| , rep}

O = {rep, req}
NS = S NN × INN

Z = S NN × INN

Fig. 3 Redrawn FSM of a forwarding node by using S NN and INN .

Table 2 State transition matrix of FSM of a forwarding node.

s s(1) s(2) ... s(|NN|) ... s(3,4,5) ... sall

req1 s(1) NA s(1,2) ... s(1,|NN|) ... s(1,3,4,5) ... NA
req2 s(2) s(1,2) NA ... s(2,|NN|) ... s(2,3,4,5) ... NA
req3 s(3) s(1,3) s(2,3) ... s(3,|NN|) ... NA ... NA
req4 s(4) s(1,4) s(2,4) ... s(4,|NN|) ... NA ... NA

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
req|NN| s(|NN|) s(1,|NN|) s(2,|NN|) ... NA ... s(3,4,5,|NN|) ... NA

rep NA NA NA ... NA ... NA ... s
NA denotes NotApplicable.

generate a FSM which applies packets as inputs in each or-
der if it receives packets in any order. Given FSM corre-
sponding to every number of the neighbor nodes, we can
generate the state transition matrix for state transition test-
ing of the forwarding node of AODV.

Figure 4 is the FSM of a forwarding node when the
number of neighbor nodes is three such as vg on the left side
in Fig. 5. The left side of Fig. 5 shows topology of nodes
(denoted as circles) in MANET and means the forwarding
node vg receives req1, req2 and req3 from neighbor nodes
v1, v2 and v3 (denoted as arrows). The right side of Fig. 5
shows the diagram of FSM for vg. States of the FSM are
denoted as circles and transitions of the FSM are denoted
as arrows. A node of MANET protocols can communi-
cate with a node which is not connected directly. There-
fore, testing conformability of the forwarding function to its
specification is important. FSMs treated in this paper are
different from general FSM models of MANET protocols.
In modeling network protocols, extend FSM(EFSM) is of-
ten used. EFSMs include several parameters such as time.
However, our FSMs do not use such parameters which are
used in EFSM because our FSMs represent an essential for-
warding function of the forwarding node concisely. As a

FS M3 = (S 3, I3,O,NS ,Z)

S 3 = {s, s1, s2, s3, s12, s13, s23, sall}
I3 = {req1, req2, req3, rep}
O = {rep, req}

NS = S 3 × I3

Z = S 3 × I3

Fig. 4 FSM of a forwarding node in AODV when the number of
neighbor nodes is three.

Fig. 5 Diagram of Fig. 4 and network topology of a forwarding node.
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Table 3 State transition matrix of Fig. 5.

s s1 s2 s3 s12 s13 s23 sall

req1 s1 NA s12 s13 NA NA sall NA
req2 s2 s12 NA s23 NA sall NA NA
req3 s3 s13 s23 NA sall NA NA NA
rep NA NA NA NA NA NA NA s

NA denotes NotApplicable.

Test ID Test cases
TC1 req1 ,req2 ,req3 ,rep
TC2 req1 ,req3 ,req2 ,rep
TC3 req2 ,req1 ,req3 ,rep
TC4 req2 ,req3 ,req1 ,rep
TC5 req3 ,req1 ,req2 ,rep
TC6 req3 ,req2 ,req1 ,rep

Fig. 6 Test cases for Fig. 5.

result, although our FSM models the minimum function, it
represents a fundamental function for the forwarding node,
such as receiveing packets, sending packets and forwarding
packets. Therefore, we can test whether a given IUT enables
to execute sending packets and receiving packets as its spec-
ification. And, transition testing using this FSMs can guar-
antee executability of transitions. Table 3 represents state
transition matrix from Fig. 5. Inputs of this FSM include the
same source node and the same destination. Then, test cases
of this FSM are shown in Fig. 6. We briefly explain states
and transitions of FSM using Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, s is initial
state and waiting req from neighbor nodes. sk is a state at
which the node has received a packet reqk from a node vk.
skl is a state at which the node has received packets reqk and
reql from nodes vk and vl. sall is a state at which the node
has received req from all neighbor nodes and waiting rep.

We explain the meaning of state transitions of our FSM.
In MANET protocols, a node can recognize the number of
neighbor nodes from the number of received packets during
a certain preiod. In AODV, the period is from the time at
which the node received first req to the time at which the
node received rep. s is an initial state and s1 is a state at
which the node has received req1 from a neighbor node v1.
s12 is a state at which the node has received req1 and req2

from neighbor nodes v1 and v2. The transition from s1 to s12

represents that the node which has received req1 from v1 and
received req2 from v2.

Let v be a node for testing. When the state of node v
for testing becomes state s1, node v can know the number
of neighbor nodes is one. Then, state of node v becomes
s12 after node v has received two req’s. Node v can know
the number of neighbor nodes is two. At this moment, sup-
pose that v1, a neighbor node of node v moves away from
the communication range of node v. After that, the state of
node v becomes sall by receiving req3 from v3 at s12. Node
v1 cannot receive rep when node v sends rep because node
v1 has been away from node v. However, executability of
reception of rep at node v1 does not affect that of transition
of rep at node v. Finally, the state of node v becomes s by
receiving and sending rep.

Fig. 7 FSM when the number of neighbor nodes is one.

Fig. 8 FSM when the number of neighbor nodes is two.

Fig. 9 FSM when the number of neighbor nodes is one and two.

Since, regardless of change of the number of neigh-
bor nodes due to their movement, each node recognizes
the number of neighbor nodes from the number of received
packets during a certain period, and does not change the
recognition and executability of transitions of packets at the
node is assured. Reverse transitions such as s12 → s1,
s23 → s2 are unnecessary.

Next, transitions by rep to s can exist. Figure 5 repre-
sents the FSM when the number of neighbor nodes is three.
s is an initial state and s1 is a state which has received req1

from a neighbor node v1. s12 is a state at which the node
has received req1 and req2 from neighbor nodes v1 and v2,
respectively. sall is a state that node vg has received all req
from neighbor nodes v1, v2, v3 and is waiting rep. Thus,
both an input and an output of the transition from sall are
rep. In Fig. 5, s12 is a state that node vg has received req
from neighbor nodes v1, v2. The transition from s12 to s by
rep exists. We can consider s13 and s23 are same as s12. In
addition, there are transitions from s1, s2 and s3 to s. These
transitions appear in FSMs when the number of neighbor
nodes is one and two, respectively.

Figure 7 and Fig. 8 represent the number of neighbor
nodes is one and two, respectively. By adding transitions by
rep from s1 and s2 to s in Fig. 8, the FSM accommodates
the case that the number of neighbor nodes is both one and
two in Fig. 9. We can generate the FSM which accommo-
dates the case that the number of neighbor nodes is one, two
and three to add transitions by rep from s1, s2, s3, s12, s13

and s23 in Fig. 5. However, adding these transitions com-
plicates FSMs and it is hard to understand them. Therefore,
Fig. 5 represents a FSM when the number of neighbor nodes
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is only three. We can generate an FSM for an arbitrary num-
ber of neighbor nodes by restricting the number of neighbor
nodes to a constant. The proposed method tests whether a
given conforms its specification by passing all transitions of
the modeled FSM. By the proposed method in this paper,
executability of all transitions in the FSM is assured.

4.4 Dynamic Change of the Topology on FSM

The number of neighbor nodes changes by node mobility.
Assume that the number of nodes in MANET never changes.
Let a set of nodes in MANET be N. The maximum num-
ber of neighbor nodes thus becomes |N | − 1. By generat-
ing FSMs corresponding to each number of neighbor nodes,
we can model the forwarding function for every number of
neighbor nodes. In the latter half of Sect. 4.3, we describe
how to construct only one FSM which corresponds to all the
numbers of neighbor nodes. This FSM represents the model
for one to two neighbor nodes. By using this FSM, we can
apply the model to dynamic change of the number of neigh-
bor nodes. We can generate test cases from this FSM. In
the proposed method, test cases are generated from FSM for
each number of neighbor nodes. If IUT passes all generated
test cases, executability of all transitions in IUT is assured
when the number of neighbor nodes is one to |N | − 1. How-
ever, cases for all the numbers of neighbor nodes does not
always appear. We consider that the transition testing can
be executed by using FSMs corresponding to each number
of neighbor nodes which really appears in the network. The
numbers of neighbor nodes to which FSM is constructed can
be obtained by both the number of nodes in the network and
the area of the network (namely, the density of MANET ).

Next, we consider the case that the number of neigh-
bor nodes changes. In the middle part of Sect. 4.3, we de-
scribe the number of neighbor nodes is recognized by the
number of received req’s for a certain period. Even if the
number of neighbor nodes in its own communication range
has changed, recognition of the number of neighbor nodes
by receiving req’s does not change. Therefore, our FSM is
enough to test dynamic behavior of MANET because exe-
cutability of transitions in FSM can be checked assuming
that the number of neighbor nodes recognized by receiving
packets for a certain period is kept.

4.5 Problem on State Transition Testing for MANET Pro-
tocols

The state transition matrix is getting large with increase of
the number of neighbor nodes. FSM is generated from the
state transition matrix even if it receives a packet any kind
of order from neighbor nodes. Order of inputs is permuta-
tion in illustrated FSMs. The number of test cases (|TC|) is
shown in expression (10) where |NN | represents the number
of neighbor nodes.

|TC| =|NN | P|NN | = |NN |! (10)

Protocol testing methods by using FSM are well re-

searched [9], [10]. These methods (such like UIO-method,
W-method, and so on) generate test cases from given FSM.
We encountered a problem when we generate test cases by
existing methods from FSM of MANET protocols. When
the number of neighbor nodes increases, both the number
of states and the number of transitions increase explosively.
As a result, the number of test cases increases explosively,
too. In addition, increase of the number of neighbor nodes
affects the state transition matrix. We thus propose a new
method to solve this problem in the next section.

5. Proposed Method

In this section, we propose a method to solve the problem
on state transition testing for MANET protocols. Brief sum-
mary of the proposed method is that we reduce the number
of test cases by using equivalent division method. At first,
we defined the following symbols as shown below.

Packet: represents packets as input in MANET protocols.
in f o(Packet): represents information included in Packet

and called attribute.
tablerp: is a table in which in f o(Packet) is stored. This

is treated as a routing table and updated at receiving
Packet. Behavior of a FSM uses information stored in
this table. pre(s) and post(s, Packet), explained below,
refer to information included in this table, too.

pre(s): represents precondition at state s in FSM. This
means situation before receiving a Packet at state s.

post(s, Packet): represents postcondition at state s in FSM.
This means situation after receiving a Packet at state s.

Next, we define group values to treat inputs as a group.

5.1 Group Value of Inputs

In this section, we describe conditions to treat inputs as a
group value. tablerp is updated when a node receives a
packet. Expression (11) is true if and only if s transits to
s1 when p is an input at state s.

post(s, p) = s1 (11)

If input values for testing induces the same result, these
inputs are called a group value. Their results are their out-
puts and contents of tablerp. Therefore, in FSM,we input
values,i1 and i2 at state s, and if i1 and i2 are equivalent,
both expression (12) and expression (13) are satisfied. We
explain these expressions with illustration below.

s × i1 = s × i2 = o(o ∈ O) (12)

post(s, i1) = post(s, i2) (13)

Suppose that there are two sender nodes, that is, vm and
vn, and each node sends reqm and reqn, where in f o(reqm) =
in f o(reqn). When we input these at state s, it transits
sn and sm and its postcondition become post(s, reqm) and
post(s, reqn), respectively. reqm and reqn are the equiv-
alent because the updated contents are the same. Then
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Table 4 State transition matrix of FSM of a forwarding node.

s s(1) s(1,2) s(1,2,3) ... s(1,2,...,|NN|−1) sall

req1 s(1) NA NA NA ... NA NA
req2 NA s(1,2) NA NA ... NA NA
req3 NA NA s(1,2,3) NA ... NA NA
req4 NA NA NA s(1,2,3,4) ... NA NA
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
req|NN| NA NA NA NA ... s(all) NA
rep NA NA NA NA ... NA s

NA denotes NotApplicable.

post(s, reqm) = post(s, reqn) are satisfied, and pre(sm) =
pre(sn) is satisfied from expression (11). Consequently, we
can treat sm and sn as the same state in MANET which does
not depend on neighbor nodes.

By treating inputs which satisfies expression (11), ex-
pression (12) and expression (13) as equivalent inputs, we
can generate the test cases which are not affected by the
number of neighbor nodes. In the next section, we explain
procedure of our method.

5.2 Procedure of the Proposed Method

We describe the brief summary of our method before ex-
plaining procedure. The proposed method is that transitions
from a state become one transition by using the representa-
tive value decided by the equivalent division method. Then,
we can reduce transitions and states from the state transition
matrix. As a result, we reduce the number of test cases by
generating test cases from the state transition matrix.

First, we define variables REQk and a variable REQk
n

used in the procedure. REQk is a set of inputs at state sk.
REQk

n is a set of inputs satisfied by expression (12) and
expression (13). n in REQk

n is a minimum number among
subscripts of req’s which are elements of REQk

n. For exam-
ple, suppose that inputs to s0 are req1,req2,req3,req4,req5.
Let REQ0 = {req1, req3, req4, req2, req5}. Let REQ0

1 ={req1, req3, req4} and REQ0
2={req2, req5}. We assume REQ0

1
and REQ0

2 are equivalent classes of REQ0.
Next, we describe the procedure of the proposed

method.

1: generate REQk which is a set of inputs at state sk.
2: search REQk

n which is a set of inputs satisfied by expres-
sion (12) and expression (13).

3: select a representative value from REQk
n, and decide that

it is an input at state sk.
4: repeat this procedure to the next state.

The detail reduction procedure of states and transitions from
a state transition matrix is shown below.

Assume that a set of neighbor nodes is
NN = {v1, v1, . . . v|NN |}.
Inputs at the initial state s0 are such as req0

1 from v1, req0
2

from v2. A set of inputs at state s0 is defined as REQ0,
REQ0 = {req0

1, req0
2, . . . req0

|NN |}.
Expression (14) is satisfies expression (12) and expression
(13).

Table 5 State transition matrix for Fig. 10.

s s1 s12 sall

req1 s1 NA NA NA
req2 NA s12 NA NA
req3 NA NA sall NA
rep NA NA NA s

NA denotes NotApplicable.

Fig. 10 FSM applying the proposed method.

Test ID Test case
TC1 req1 ,req2 ,req3 ,rep

Fig. 11 Test cases for Fig. 10.

{REQ0
1|x ∈ REQ0

1,REQ0
1 ⊆ REQ0,

post(s0, req0
1) = post(s0, x)} (14)

Some states transited by REQ0
1 become one state like ex-

pression (15) because all inputs in REQ0
1 are equivalent. As

a result, we should select one input from REQ0
1.

s0 × x→ s1where{x|∀x ∈ REQ0
1} (15)

Executing the above procedure to each state, we can reduce
state transitions in the state transition matrix.

By applying the proposed method to both Table 2 and
Table 3, Table 2 becomes Table 4. And Table 3 becomes Ta-
ble 5. Test cases generated from Fig. 10 are shown at Fig. 11.
A path through from s to sall is represented by black lines in
Fig. 10.

Next, we consider that the number of SD pairs is more
than two. reqsd1 represents req of SD pair sd1. reqsd1 and
reqsd2 are not equivalent. We illustrate the number of neigh-
bor nodes is four and the number of SD pair is two and its
FSM is described in Fig. 12.

Table 6 is state transition matrix to which the proposed
method is applied. Input order of each reqsd1 and reqsd2 is
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decided by applying the proposed method. Calculating the
number of test cases becomes combination from permuta-
tion.

Assume that:
the number of neighbor nodes is represented by |NN |,
the number of SD pairs is represented by m,
A set of req of SD pair k is represented by REQsdk,
and I is a set of inputs of FSM.
We indicate the number of test cases |TC|.

I = {REQsd1,REQsd2 . . .REQsdm} (16)

|TC| = |NN |P|NN |
∏m

k=1 |REQsdk |! (17)

In addition, if the number the SD pairs is greater than or
equal to the number of neighbor nodes, the number of test
cases is represented as nPn. Therefore, the expression (14)
is not always true.

5.3 FSM Applying the Proposed Method

If the given IUT passes all test cases generated by the pro-
posed method, executability of all transitions in FSM which
represents its specification can be guaranteed. We decide a
representative value as an input to a state by using the pro-
posed method. It becomes equivalent to the ohter transitions
of the inputs. As a result, it is not necessary to test the other
transitions of inputs considered to be equivalent.

Next, we discuss construction of the FSM without sym-
metric transitions from the beginning. For MANET proto-
cols in which each node does not use information in pack-
ets, it is unnecessary to distinguish packets from neighbor
nodes. For example, in a flooding protocol, all packets are
sent by flooding from the source node to the destination
node. A node forwards all packets received from neighbor
nodes. This means that the node has not to use information

FS M4 = (S NN , INN ,O,NS ,Z)
S 4 = {s, s(1), s(2), s(3), s(4), s(1,2), s(1,3),

s(1,4), s(2,3), s(2,4), s(3,4), s(1,2,3),
s(1,2,4), s(1,3,4), s(2,3,4), sall}

I4 = {reqsd1
1 , reqsd1

2 , reqsd2
3 ,

reqsd2
4 , repsd1, repsd2}

O = {repsd1, reqsd1, repsd2, reqsd2}
NS = S 4 × I4

Z = S 4 × I4

Fig. 12 FSM when the number of neighbor nodes is four and the number
of SD pairs is two.

Table 6 State Transition Matrix of a forwarding node in AODV when the number of neighbor nodes
is four and the number of SD pairs is two.

s s(1) s(3) s(1,2) s(1,3) s(3,4) s(1,2,3) s(1,3,4) sall

reqsd1
1 s(1) NA s(1,3) NA NA s(1,3,4) NA NA NA

reqsd1
2 NA s(1,2) NA NA s(1,2,3) NA NA sall NA

reqsd2
3 s(3) s(1,3) NA s(1,2,3) NA NA NA NA NA

reqsd2
4 NA NA s(3,4) NA s(1,3,4) NA sall NA NA

repsd1 NA NA NA s NA NA s(3) NA s(3,4)

repsd2 NA NA NA NA NA s NA s(1) s(1,2)

NA denotes NotApplicable.

in the received packet. In such a protocol, we can gener-
ate the FSM without symmetric transitions with consider-
ing only the number of neighbor nodes because all received
packets from neighbor nodes are considered as the same.

However, in the case of MANET protocols using in-
formation in the received packets such as AODV, each node
uses information in the received packets to manage its own
routing table. The node stores routes into the routing ta-
ble by using information in the packet. A route stored in
the routing table can be selected by information in the re-
ceived packets. Therefore, it is important to distinguish the
received packets to manage a routing table. The proposed
method decides an equivalent value by treating informa-
tion in the received packet and its postcondition. Then, we
reduce symmetric transitions using a representative value
from the equivalent values. Symmetric transitions are de-
cided using the representative value. It is therefore hard to
construct the final FSM without symmetric transitions from
the beginning.

6. Case Studies

This section illustrates the test case reduction method in de-
tail by case study.

6.1 Example 1, Autonomous Clustering

In this section, we illustrate clustering protocol [2], [13].
One of the methods about state transition testing for cluster-
ing protocol has been proposed [11]. This method focuses
on only clustering protocols. However, the proposed method
in this paper can apply not only the clustering protocol but
also other MANET protocols.

Autonomous Clustering (hereinafter described as clus-
tering) is one of protocols for managing MANETs effi-
ciently. The protocol divides a MANET to multiple sub-
networks, called clusters. Each cluster has a node that con-
trols its cluster, called clusterhead. Other nodes in cluster
are called clustermember. A cluster has a structure of a
spanning-tree rooted at a clusterhead. Nodes which are near
the clusterhead in the tree are called upstream nodes, and the
others are called downstream nodes. Each node has unique
ID and each cluster has it, too. Cluster ID is the same as the
clusterhead ID. A clusterhead periodically sends packets to
get information on its own cluster, such as the number of
clustermembers, the number of neighbor clusters and so on.
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Fig. 13 FSM of a clusterhead when the number of neighbor nodes is two.

Table 7 State Transition Matrix of a cluterhead when the number of
neighbor nodes is two.

init wb wc wU
b wU

c wU
bc

mapb wb NA init NA wU
bc NA

mapc wc init NA wU
bc NA NA

mapU
b wU

b NA wU
bc NA NA NA

mapU
c wU

c wU
bc NA NA NA NA

Pmep init NA NA NA NA init

Ps NA NA init NA NA init
NA denotes NotApplicable.

There is an upper limit U. If the number of clustermembers
is over U, clusterhead tries to divide its own cluster. These
are features of clustering that a clusterhead autonomously
manages its own cluster.

Clusterhead receives maps from neighbor nodes. The
number of maps is the same as the number of neighbor
nodes. Thus, if the number of neighbor nodes increases, the
number of maps which clusterhead receives increase. This
is similar to receipt of req in AODV. tablerp is treated as the
clustermember table. in f o(map) represents that the number
of clustermembers is not over U when a clusterhead receives
this map and cluster ID of the sender node. in f o(mapU ) rep-
resents that the number of clustermembers is over U when a
clusterhead receives this mapU and cluster ID of the sender
node. map is reply message to mep, so the clusterhead does
not drop received map from clustermembers in the same
cluster. Figure 13 is an FSM of a clusterhead when the num-
ber of neighbor nodes is two. mapb and mapU

b are sent by
a neighbor node vb. mapc and mapU

c are sent by a neigh-
bor node vc. init is an initial state of cluterhead. wb and wc

are states at which the number of clutermembers is within U
when a clusterhead receives map. wU

b and wU
c are states at

which the number of clutermembers is over U when a clus-
terhead receives mapU . wU

bc is a state at which the number of
clutermembers is over U when a clusterhead receives maps
from both vb and vc. Pmep and Ps are time periods and we
omit the detail of explanation of Pmep and Ps because these
inputs are not significant for this case study. Table 7 is a
state transition matrix of clusterhead when the number of
neighbor nodes is two.

Table 8 Reduced state transition matrix by applying the proposed
method to Table 7.

init wb wU
b wU

bc

mapb wb NA NA NA

mapc NA init wU
bc NA

mapU
b wU

b NA NA NA

mapU
c NA wU

bc NA NA

Pmep init NA NA init

Ps NA NA NA init
NA denotes NotApplicable.

Test ID Test Cases

TC1 Pmep ,mapb,mapc

TC2 Pmep ,mapc,mapb

TC3 mapb,mapU
c ,Pmep

TC4 mapc,mapU
b ,Pmep

TC5 mapU
b ,mapc,Pmep

TC6 mapU
c ,mapb,Ps

Fig. 14 Test cases for a clusterhead.

Test ID Test Cases

TC1 Pmep,mapb,mapc

TC3 mapb,mapU
c ,Pmep

TC5 mapU
b ,mapc,Ps

Fig. 15 Reduced test cases for a clusterhead.

Considering init in Table 7 as s0 of expression (14),
REQ0 is

REQ0 = {mapb,mapc,mapU
b ,mapU

c }
and a set of group value of init is defined as REQinit.

{REQinit |x ∈ REQinit,REQinit ⊆ REQ0,

post(init,mapb) = post(init, x)} (18)

{REQinit |x ∈ REQinit,REQinit ⊆ REQ0,

post(init,mapU
b ) = post(init, x)} (19)

Then, expression (14) becomes expression (18) and expres-
sion (19), respectively. mapb and mapc are the same post-
condition, and mapU

b and mapU
c are the same, too. Thus,

there are two states to which init transits. Table 8 repre-
sents the state transition matrix generated by applying the
proposed method.

The number of test cases when not applying the pro-
posed method is shown in Fig. 14. The number of test cases
when applying the proposed method is shown in Fig. 15.
The number of test cases before applying proposed method
is represented as 3nPn. Because, there are 3 cases.

Case 1: the number of clustermembers is not over U.
Case 2: the number of clustermembers is over U by first

received map.
Case 3: the number of clustermembers is over U by second

or later received map.

By applying the proposed method to Case 1, Case 2 and
Case 3, the number of test cases of Case 1 and Case 2 be-
come one. The number of test cases of Case 3 becomes
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Table 9 Relation between the number of neighbor nodes and the number
of test cases.

No. of neighbor nodes 1 2 3 4 5
previous 3 6 18 72 360
proposed 2 3 4 5 6

Fig. 16 va and vb broadcast join query packet in ODMRP.

n − 1. As a result, the number of test cases of a clusterhead
is represented as 1 + 1 + n − 1.

Table 9 shows relation between the number of neighbor
nodes and the number of test cases.

6.2 Example 2, ODMRP

Next case study is about the ODMRP [14], which is an
ad hoc multicast protocol. First, we briefly explain the
ODMRP. A node, which wants to join a multicast group,
broadcasts a packet called join query (described as JQ).
Next, multicast group members receive the JQ. Then, mul-
ticast group members reply a packet to the node. A packet
to reply is called join reply (described as JR).
vh and vi in Fig. 16 are nodes which belong to a multi-

cast group. When va and vb want to join the multicast group,
va and vb broadcast a packet JQ. Information of JQ is rep-
resented by expression (20).

in f o(JQ) = (num, source, sender) (20)

JQ includes information which is sequence number (num),
source node address (source) and sender node address
(sender). source denotes a node which wants to join a mul-
ticast group. sender denotes a node which sends JQ. JQ
which vb sends is represented by JQb

b. And, expression (20)
becomes expression (21).

in f o(JQb
b) = (n, vb, vb) (21)

When vd receives JQb
b, vd forwards JQb

d because vd is not
any member of the multicast group. Before vd forwards JQb

d,
vd replaces sender field of JQb

b with its own address. Infor-
mation of JQb

d is shown in expression (22).

Fig. 17 Relation among information of JQ, JR and tablerp .

Fig. 18 FSM of a multicast group member.

in f o(JQb
d) = (n, vb, vd) (22)

vg which receives JQb
d forwards JQb

g in the same way. For-
warding nodes in ODMRP are called forwarding group.
vi receives JQb

f and JQb
g from v f and vg respectively. vi

updates own routing table by using information of JQ first.
When vi receives JQb

f first, vi discards JQb
g because both

JQb
f and JQb

g include the same num and the same source.
The routing table (tablerp) is represented by expression (23).

tablerp = {(dest, next)} (23)

dest denotes a destination node and next denotes a forward-
ing node when vi will send a packet to dest. If vi receives
JQ of expression (20), tablerp is in general shown by ex-
pression (24). So, when vi receives JQb

g, tablerp is shown by
expression (25).

tablerp = {(source, sender)} (24)

tablerp = {(vb, vg)} (25)

vi sends JR to reply to JQ. Information of JR is in
general shown by expression (20).

in f o(JR) = (dest, next) (26)

JR is generated by using information of JQ. These infor-
mation is source and sender. Then, vi sends JR to sender
with unicast to reach source. When vi receives JQ including
information such as expression (26), JR sent by vi is shown
by expression (27).

in f o(JR) = (source, sender) (27)

Relation among JQ, JR and tablerp is represented by
Fig. 17.

Next, we consider testing a node which belongs to a
multicast group.

Figure 18 is a FSM of a multicast member node when
the number of neighbor nodes is three. Neighbor nodes are
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Table 10 State transition matrix of Fig. 18.

s s f sg sk sg f s f k sgk
JQb

f s f NA sg f s f k NA NA s

JQb
g sg sg f NA sgk NA s NA

JQb
k sk s f k sgk NA s NA NA

NA denotes NotApplicable.

TC1 JQb
f ,JQb

g,JQb
k

TC2 JQb
f ,JQb

k ,JQb
g

TC3 JQb
g,JQb

f ,JQb
k

TC4 JQb
g,JQb

k ,JQb
f

TC5 JQb
k ,JQb

f ,JQb
g

TC6 JQb
k ,JQb

g,JQb
k

Fig. 19 Test cases for Fig. 18.

Table 11 State transition matrix of Fig. 18 with information in tablerp .

s s f sg sk sg f s f k sgk

JQb
f s f NA s f g s f k NA NA s

→vb →vb →vb →vb
v f vg vk vgorvk

JQb
g sg sg f NA sgk NA s NA

→vb →vb →vb →vb
vg v f vk v f orvk

JQb
k sk s f k sgk NA s NA NA

→vb →vb →vb →vb
vk v f vg v f orvg

NA denotes NotApplicable.

v f , vg and vk. State transition matrix is Table 10 which
is generated from Fig. 18. Then, test cases are shown in
Fig. 19.

The assumption is that all JQ as input are the same
source, which is vb.

Table 11 shows transition and postconditions. For ex-
ample for state s, when s applies input JQb

f , s transits to s f .
And, s’s postcondition is information of tablerp in which
dest and next becomes →vb and v f , respectively.

All postconditions of s are different because expression
(13) can not apply to s. However, the postcondition of s f is
the same. So, expression (13) can be applied to s f . Be-
cause of transitions from s f have no output, expression (12)
can be applied to s f , too. Thus, expression (14) becomes
expression (29). I f is represented by a set of inputs of s f .

I
s f

JQ = {JQb
g, JQb

k} (28)

{Is f

JQ|x ∈ I
s f

JQ, I
s f

JQ ⊆ I f ,

post(s f , JQb
g) = post(s f , x)} (29)

By applying our proposed method, Fig. 18, Table 11
and Fig. 19 becomes Fig. 20, Table 12 and Fig. 21, respec-
tively. Table 13 represents the number of neighbor nodes
and the number of test cases. The node which belongs to a
multicast group in ODMRP is not a forwarding node. This

Fig. 20 FSM of a multicast group member applied the proposed method.

Table 12 State transition matrix of Fig. 18 with information in tablerp

when applying the proposed method.

s s f sg sk sg f s f k sgk

JQb
f s f NA NA s f k NA NA s

→vb →vb →vb
v f vk vgorvk

JQb
g sg s f g NA NA NA s NA

→vb →vb →vb
vg v f v f orvk

JQb
k sk NA sgk NA s NA NA

→vb →vb →vb
vk vg v f orvg

NA denotes NotApplicable.

TC1 JQb
f ,JQb

g,JQb
k

TC2 JQb
g,JQb

k ,JQb
f

TC3 JQb
k ,JQb

f ,JQb
g

Fig. 21 Reduced test cases for Fig. 18.

Table 13 Relation between the number of neighbor nodes and the
number of test cases.

No. of neighbor nodes 1 2 3 4 5
previous 1 2 6 24 120
proposed 1 2 3 4 5

example shows that our method can apply to not only for-
warding nodes but also multicast group nodes.

7. Conclusion

We have obtained the following two results on generating
test cases for testing behavior of a node in MANET.

The first result is that the proposed method can reduce
test cases.

We described a new method which reduces states and
transitions in the state transition matrix by using equivalent
division method. As a result, increasing ratio of the number
of test cases can be suppressed with increase of the number
of neighbor nodes.

The second result is that the proposed method gives the
generalized solution for reducing the number of test cases.

The number of test cases is represented by expres-
sion (10) in Sect. 4.5. Expression (10) is the solution for
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Table 14 Reduction ratio of test cases.

No. of NN 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
|TC| 2 6 24 120 720 5040 40320 362880 3628800
No. of SD pairs
2 2 3 6 10 20 35 70 126 252

(0.00%) (50.00%) (75.00%) (91.66%) (97.22%) (99.31%) (99.83%) (99.97%) (99.99%)
3 6 12 30 90 210 560 1680 4200

(0.00%) (50.00%) (75.00%) (87.50%) (95.83%) (98.61%) (99.54%) (99.88%)
4 24 60 180 630 2520 7560 25200

(0.00%) (50.00%) (75.00%) (87.50%) (93.75%) (97.91%) (99.31%)
5 120 360 1260 5040 22680 113400

(0.00%) (50.00%) (75.00%) (87.50%) (93.75%) (96.86%)

whereNo. o f S D pairs ≤ No. o f neighbor nodes

a forwarding node in MANET before applying the pro-
posed method. After applying the proposed method, expres-
sion (10) becomes expression (17).

Expression (16) and expression (17) indicate that re-
duction ratio is changed by the number of SD pairs. We
show the reduction ratio in Table 14. The entries in the row
|TC| represent the numbers of test cases which are calcu-
lated with expression (10). The entries in other rows except
for |TC| represent the numbers of test cases which are calcu-
lated with the proposed method. Percentage value denotes
reduction ratio.

For example, when the number of neighbor nodes is
seven, the number of test cases is 5040 by calculating with
expression (10). The number of test cases by calculating
with proposed method is represented in the same column.
When the number of SD pair is four, the number of test cases
is 630. The value 87.5% means the number of test cases has
87.5% reduction in 630 over 5040.

We consider that our proposed method is effective to
reduce test cases. Case studies and Table 14 show effective-
ness of the proposed method. In case studies, we represent
that our proposed method can be applied to some kinds of
protocols, such as AODV, autonomous clustering and mul-
ticast protocol. In the future work, we will extend the pro-
posed method so that it can be applied to many kinds of pro-
tocols. Then, we will apply the extended proposed method
to test behavior of any node which plays all roles in MANET
protocols.
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